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New book and article (in review) 

Point of departure:  
• Increasing complex problems and 

challenges
• Need for system thinking and 

interdisciplinarity as a key in complex 
problem solving and systems. 

• Understanding the variation of 
interdisciplinary collaborative learning

Habbal et al, 2023 (fourthcoming); Kolmos et al., 2023 (in review)

Jette Holgaard, Henrik Routhe, Maiken Winther, 
Dennis Friederichsen and external professors 

In review

Open source
Coming December 2023



Why? https://www.megaprojects.aau.dk/

• PBL facilitates deep learning of knowledge 
and generic competencies in disciplinary 
projects

• BUT students do have difficulties in applying 
their learning experiences from disciplinary 
projects in the interdisciplinary projects

How do we understand interdisciplinary 
projects and how does it impact the future 

curriculum?



Points 

Bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells
https://biology.ucdavis.edu/news/dean-gratitude-years-end

• Framework (no tools) for variation of 
interdisciplinary projects 

• The concept of transfer and transformation 
to help understanding students’ learning of 
interdisciplinarity

• Variation of learning methodologies is a 
key for curriculum development

• A transformation perspective in curriculum 
is the learning of working in and on 
boundaries



Definition af transfer, transformation and 
transformative learning

Transfer Transformation

Energy Energy transfer is the 
movement of energy
from one location to 
another. 

Energy transformation is when
energy changes from one type of 
energy to another. 

Transfer Transformation Transformative learning

Learning Transfer is a concept for 
applying learned 
knowledge, skills and 
competences from one 
situation to a similar 
situations.

Transformation involve the ability to 
recognize and apply knowledge, 
skills, and competences in new 
situations. 
It involves the ability to recognize, 
re-contextualise and activate 
existing knowledge, skills, and 
competences. 

Transformative learning is a 
theoretical framework developed 
by Jack Mezirow, which describes 
the process of profound personal 
change and identity developments 
that occurs when individuals 
critically reflect their assumptions, 
beliefs, and values. 



The what – the context in this keynote: 
Transfer and transformation of generic ID PBL competences 
learned by experiences and comparative reflection

Communication

Creativit
y

Critical 
Thinking

Information 
Retrieval

Metacog
nition

Navigating 
ambiguity

Planning 
and time

manage
ment

Project 
Management

Problem solving
Self-directed 

learning

Self-
regulat…

Systems-
thinkingTeamwork

Review on PBL 
competences in 
disciplinary
teams 
Boel et al, 2021



Project types

(Kolmos, 1996)

• Assignment-based project where 
students are getting a problem

• A discipline project where students 
can identify a problem within the 
discipline

• A problem project which is an 
interdisciplinary project and student 
driven

Types with inspiration from Illeris 
(Helle et al., 2006)

• Discipline project where students 
should apply knowledge and 
techniques; 

• Real world project and being more 
interdisciplinary

• Student driven project with 
instructions as support to the 
students’ learning. 

…

…



Curriculum level 
(N=23)

Cross-course Level (N= 6)

Course Level (N=73)

Project
level (N=6)

Review of PBL practice in engineering education 

Chen et al., 2021



Coordinated
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integration
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Public partner
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Modification of Keestra and Menken, 2016

Integration is a process by which ideas, data and 
information, methods, tools, concepts and/or theories
from two or more disciplines are synthesized, connected
or blended (Klein, 2006).

The interdisciplinary approach
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Modification of Keestra and Menken, 2016

The interdisciplinary approach

Transdiciplinarity can be defined by the presence of interaction 
with external partners (which can be academic, non-academic, or 
both) and/or of a higher degree of integration among involved 
disciplines/emerging new disciplines (Bernstein, 2015)
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Coordinated
output

MULTI
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INTER
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Discipline B

Narrow interdisciplinary
Projects

Involvement of disciplines 
with more or less similar 
paradigms, methods and 
sharing knowledge cultures

Broad interdisciplinary
projects

Involvement of many 
different disciplines and the 
presence of different 
paradigms, methods and 
knowledge cultures

Integrated
output

INTER
Integration of 
disciplines

Discipline A

Discipline B

OutputDiscipline Discipline A



Teams in network
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Discipline

Multidiscipline

Narrow
interdiscipline

Broad
interdiscipline

Habbal et al., 2023 in press

Teams in network
Engeström
Situated learning
Wenger
CSCL community

Newer concepts is 
multiteam systems (MTS)
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Discipline project
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Discipline project – team success (Spliid, 2011)

Goals Activities Project Management Personal issues in 
collaboration

Structure Planning
revisions

Time schedule
Planner
Top-tail
Problem statement
Research design

Personal motivation 
Engagement 
Attention

Efficiency Decisions
Task division
Focus 

Agenda
Moderator 
Collaboration 
agreement

Trust 
Confidence
Awareness

Learning Discussions
Writing
Feedback 

Problem 
Learning outcomes
Peer learning
log

Ambitions
Preparation
Sharing
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Data: analyses of students’ own reflection



Inter-team project
https://giraf.cs.aau.dk/en/about-giraf/
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Production:
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Inter-team project

http://oastats.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/146089 Graham, 2022
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http://oastats.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/146089


Domain project
• AAU does not have many domain projects – for 

literature hard to identify data on problems, 
collaboration, communication, problem-solving and 
project management

• Typical electives within engineering education where
students come in with different disciplinary domain 
backgrounds: studios, design courses, capstone courses
or other courses using projects. 

• MIT NEET program, Chalmers Track program, NTNU’s
Experts-in-teams, UCL, Twente, Iron Range, UTS’ studio 
model + many more with more comprehensive and 
institutional approaches – not all domain projects, some
in practice elements of mixed micro projects. 
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Advise for design of problems

(1) ”The problem is framed to require
contributions of specialist knowledge from 
all three groups, and is effectively
unsolvable without them.

(2) The problem is relatively decomposable
into disciplinary tasks which can then be
reintegrated.

(3) The problem is solvable using project
elements from previous module course-
work (resulting in a relatively small choice
set)” 

(MacLeod & van der Veen, 2019)



Domain project - collaboration
• Typical electives within engineering where students come in 

with different backgrounds. It can be studios, design 
courses, capstone courses or other courses using projects. 

• MIT NEET program, Chalmers Track program, NTNU’s
Experts-in-teams, UTS’ studio model are more 
comprehensive and institutional approaches
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(Adair & Jaeger, 2014)



Lattuca et al 2013 – eight dimensions of ID

1. Awareness of disciplinary knowledge, 
such as being aware of disciplinary 
boundaries and approaches.

2. Appreciation of disciplinary 
perspectives including an appreciative 
attitude towards other stories and 
frames of reference.

3. Recognition of disciplinary limitations
which includes critical thinking skills.

4. Appreciation of non-disciplinary 
perspectives, which relates to appreciation 
of transdisciplinary relations.
5. Interdisciplinary evaluation in order to
increase the quality of interdisciplinary 
work.
6. Ability to find common ground
7. Reflexivity including the ability to reflect 
on one’s biases and choices when handling 
complex problems.
8. Integrative skill and the capacity to 
integrate knowledge and modes of thinking.



Repko, Szostak and Buchberger, 2019

Traits
- Entrepreneurship
- Love of learning
- Self-reflection
- Intellectual courage
- Risk

Mindsets
- Empathy
- Ethical consciousness
- Humility
- Appreciation of diversity
- Tolerance of ambiguity
- Civic engagement

Skills
- Communicative
- Abstract thinking
- Creative thinking
- Metacognition
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System project
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• To develop technological 
system solutions 

• Project teams working  
together across disciplines and 
can be across semesters

• Supervisors might also work 
together as a team that can 
support the process

https://www.en.engineering.aau.dk/education/leadeng-projects
https://www.en.space.aau.dk/about-aau-space



Research on collaboration

• of course there are problems, because they have some concepts
and understandings for things that we don't have and vice versa...

• After all, we can talk about power and newton meters, radians 
per second and all that sort of thing, without having to translate
it to each other. …

• It has clearly been an extra motivation to do the project. 
Keep an eye on something. So it's so real. It's definitely been the 
best, I think. ... 

• That thing with project management and collaboration with 
subject areas. It is definitely something to think about. They
don't know exactly the same as you. They know something
you don't and you know something they don't. 
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Collected qualitative data three times



Experienced 
Learning Outcomes 

Interdisciplinary Enactment
Evaluate own practice in an 
interdisciplinary project in terms of 
how it has affected different actors and 
aspects of the project.

Explain how the technological system is 
compared to real-life scenarios.

Interdisciplinary coordination
Examplify a potential way of 
coordinating an interdisciplinary 
project.

Explain the added complexity of 
coordinating an interdisciplinary project 
across groups compared to a one-team 
disciplinary project.



Mixed micro projects
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• Single small project teams with students 
from both STEM and SSH

• Students found it highly interesting and 
relevant to collaborate with Grundfos 

• BUT students found it difficult to transfer 
disciplinary knowledge of methods, tools 
and approaches for from their disciplinary 
settings to an interdisciplinary setting 

• They did not have a common language

• The students needs to be more aware of 
the process of problem identification and 
collaboration
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Research results
• Organizational and curriculum structures became barriers 

for the success of megaprojects in the system. 
• Students expand their perspective from narrow single 

discipline projects to large-scale complex problem-solving 
– but found it difficult

• More complexity in problems, processes and workflows 
require the development of new skills, including digitally 
supported project management, collaboration and 
sustainability. 

• Students had difficulties in understanding each other and 
some did not find it meaningful to collaborate in the broad 
interdisciplinary project. 

• They could step back to their disciplinary project teams –
which they did… 
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Can you recognise any of the project types?
Or the issues?  



Project A Project B

transfer

transformation

Transfer and transformation - to stick the hand in 
a bitue of definitions and understandings

Transfer is a concept for applying learned knowledge and 
competences in similar situations

Transformation involves the ability to adapt and modify existing 
knowledge, skills, and competencies to meet new demands and 
contexts



Theoretical 
approach

Key features

Behaviorism
e.g. 
Thorndike,  
1913 

Individual

Transfer results from 
elements in tasks or
environments 
stimulating specific 
recalls of knowledge 
and behavior in similar 
learning situations

Cognitive 
approach
e.g.
Nokes, 2009

Individual

Transfer results from 
abstraction of essential
features and mapping 
onto new situations on
the basis of shared 
structures

With inspiration from: Dohn, N.B, , Markauskaite, L., & 
Hachmann, R. (2020) 

Theoretical 
approach

Key features
Transfer interpreted as transformation

Situated cognitive 
approach
e.g. Lave, 1988

Individual

Transformation of procedures and 
experiences from earlier situations, in 
accordance with the situational demands 
and possibilities

Participation 
Approach
Lave and Wenger, 
1991

Collaborative

Transformation happens through 
participation in social contexts where 
previous patterns of participation can be 
resituated

Practice
Approach
Engeström, 2001

Collaborative

Transformation happens through 
boundary crossing between social 
practices (activity systems), resulting in 
transformation of understandings and 
procedures



Boundaries as novelty increases (Carlile, 2004)

Domain

Domain

(Carlile 2004)



With inspiration from Akkerman and Bakker, 2011

Continous work at the boundary
• Identification

• Othering
• Legitimate co-exsistence

• Coordination
• Translation
• Communicative connections

• Reflection
• Perspective making and taking

• Transformation
• Recognising shared problem space
• Hybridisation and maintaining

uniqueness of practices
• Continuous work at the boundary

https://www.google.com/search?q=line+danser&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjF7uSTyu2AAxWCCBAIHbfhDwQQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=line+danser&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzIFCAAQgAQyCQgAEBgQgAQQCjIJCAAQGBCABBAKOgcIABATEIA
EOgcIIxDqAhAnOgQIIxAnOggIABCABBCxAzoECAAQAzoHCAAQigUQQzoECAAQHjoGCAAQBRAeOgYIABAIEB46BwgAE
BgQgARQnRdYgjFgkzZoAXAAeACAAV-
IAdkHkgECMTKYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ7ABCsABAQ&sclient=img&ei=QUHjZIXKHIKRwPAPt8O_IA&bih=111
9&biw=1842&client=firefox-b-d



Lobato: Transfer/(transformation) mechanisms – what
triggers?

• Controlled transfer

• Social framing – inter-contextuality

• Discernment of differences (Marton)
• Variation and sameness
• Transfer is how learning from one situation 

affects what the learner is capable of doing in 
another situation – no direct transfer

(Lobato, 2009)



Society/context

ENVIRONMENT

Content Incentive

INDIVIDUAL

Inter-
action

acquisition

Illeris, 2015

Shared problem space

Boundary object:
Societal and interdisciplinary

PROBLEMS

Boundary work
Transformation

Motivation 

Interest
Emotion 

Sense making

Trust and openness
Feeling of 
belonging

Reflection on 
variation of 
experiences

Collaboration patterns
Interpersonal

Communication 
Coordination
Leadership

Cognition

Understanding 
the context 

Scientific content 
and awareness of 

boundaries

Methods for 
problem analyses

Methods for 
problem solving

PBL curriculum



Transfer and transformation are processual elements in combined cognitive, affective 
and social learning and in boundary work.

The learning of both problem and collaboration can be understood as combinations of 
experiences and design of individual and collaborative knowledge patterns

T

I

Variation in length, number of team members, 
problem, involved disciplines, location, 
collaboration patterns involving leadership and 
coordination, etc.

Then students need to have more time in the 
beginning, working on the problems, the team 
culture, and have common points of references, 
milestones, continues reflection and iterations 
in order to facilitate transformation. 



To get there in the curriculum

• Create variation in the curriculum – students need 
to experience variation and different  problems, 
collaborative structures and patterns

• Experience of a re-contextualisation process – or 
accommodation process – what happens in crossing 
the disciplinary boundaries?

• Variation goes together with reflection – without 
reflection and comparison of experiences, you 
create chaos. Reflection on variation and sameness.

• Learning to act and live on edge – to be boundary 
worker which involve risks and can be learned by 
setting up the constant dilemma between the 
safety in the known discipline and the unknown. 
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Team 
effectiveness
and project

management System team 
effectiveness, 
coordination

and leadership

Academic disciplinary
curriculum with a twist of 

generic competences

System and marked oriented
curriculum with a focus on 

generic competences

Mission and societal oriented
curriculum with a focus on 

generic competences as 
continues boundary work

Kolmos et al., 2024



Orientation to 
academia and 

theory

Orientation to 
companies and 

instrumentation 
practice

Orientation to 
society, missions 
and communities

Variation in problems
Variation in collaborative patterns
Continues work on the boundaries

Variation in teaching and learning

Jamison, et al., 2014

All university modes 
can focus on 
sustainability
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Academic disciplinary
curriculum with a twist of 

generic competences

System and marked oriented
curriculum with a focus on 

generic competences
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curriculum with a focus on 

generic competences as 
continues boundary work

Kolmos et al., 2024
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